MMC offers after-molding automation solutions for manufactured hinged dispensing closures.

We have experience supplying closing machines for a variety of closure styles. Our closing machines use repeatable and highly efficient techniques to perform intricate closing functions.

We are able to supply closing machines for a variety of closure styles:

- Flip-Top closures for condiments
- Dispensing closures for the Hair Care market
- Rectangular Coffee closures
- Single-door and twin-door closures for spices and grated cheese
- Single-door and twin-door closures for non-Dairy Creamer
- Beverage closures
- Custom designed hinged closures

We offer several styles of closing machines to match the requirements of your hinge style:

- Rotary Continuous Motion
- Linear Continuous Motion
- Rotary Indexing
- Linear Indexing
MMC has the distinct advantage of being able to supply closing machines and other automation solutions from one **single source of supply** in a Turn-Key system. We have successfully integrated MMC closing machines with other MMC supplied machines in one manufacturing cell such as:

- Cap Lining (Wadding) machines
- Cap slitting and Tamper Evident Band Inverting machines
- Vision inspection systems

MMC has extensive experience with various hinge styles and latching features. Please let our team assist you in developing a functional hinged dispensing closure and supply a system you can confidently operate in your production environment.